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Introduction
During 2021, SPAC market conditions changed
markedly from overly exuberant in the first two
months of the year to one of malaise in the subsequent six months. “Seeking1” SPAC prices went
from trading well above (highs of $11.50) the $10
cash in trust price to below ($9.80) reflecting reduced optimism in sponsors’ ability to find suitable
merger targets. In that same time frame, markets
assigned significantly lower values to associated
SPAC warrants.

(1) The “Seeking” phase in the SPAC lifecycle begins following the
separation date of common and warrant in the “IPO” phase and
ends with a proposed business combination- the “Announced”
phase

As SPAC common shares underperformed in the secondary market,
demand for SPAC IPOs declined and
underwriters and sponsors sought
solutions to get new issues placed.
Initially, they began offering a portion
of the sponsor shares in exchange for
large investor IPO orders (10% IOIs)
which for a time helped to get some
new issues placed. However, the large
investors who participated in these
subsidized new issues soon realized
that an almost immediate 2% markdown on their SPAC unit position was
not being offset by the potential future
value in the sponsor shares which could
take many months, perhaps years to
realize or worse, expire worthless.

Source: SPAC Research, spacresearch.com and Cohen & Company Asset Management
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Beginning in June and accelerating in
subsequent months, underwriters and
sponsors revived a structure which
had been used successfully in previous
periods of reduced SPAC IPO demand:
shortening the tenor until trust termination and increasing the value of the
initial cash placed in trust. In the graph
below, which highlights the shortening
initial SPAC tenor, note that less than
one third of the IPOs priced in April had
shorter initial tenors than 24 months,
while in September and October more
than three quarters had short tenors.

Early 2021 IPO structure: $10 cash held in trust;
24 months to liquidation with 3 month T Bill rates
of .06%- a discounted secondary market price of
$9.815 would be required to produce a yield to
trust termination of 2%.
Mid 2021 IPO structure: $10.20 cash held in trust;
12 months to liquidation with 3 month T Bill rates of
.06%- a secondary market price of $10.00 would
produce a yield of 2%.

Source: SPAC Research, spacresearch.com and Cohen & Company Asset Management
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The graph below highlights the increased cash in trust. Note that more than
70% of the IPOs priced in the second quarter started with $10 cash in trust,
while in September and October, more than 70% of the IPOs priced started
with $10.05 or more.

Source: SPAC Research, spacresearch.com and Cohen & Company Asset Management

To further enhance demand for SPAC IPOs, underwriters and sponsors also
have increased warrant coverage ratios to the benefit of investors. In the second quarter, SPAC units typically consisted of a common share and one quarter
or fewer warrants. Now, the dominant new issue SPAC IPO structures typically
contain one half or more warrants.

Source: SPAC Research, spacresearch.com and Cohen & Company Asset Management
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The resulting effect of these structural changes has been to increase the yield
and structural appeal in the SPAC unit at the new issue price, to bolster demand
from investors for IPO offerings and to enhance aftermarket follow through and
to produce positive price performance.

Source: SPAC Research, spacresearch.com and Cohen & Company Asset Management

Conclusion
In conclusion, SPAC sponsors and underwriters responded to reduced SPAC
IPO demand by making structural improvements in tenor, cash in trust and
warrant coverage. These changes have resulted in more advantageous new
issues for investors with higher initial yields, better structures and the potential for improved IPO aftermarket price performance.
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